
 

              St. Catherine International     

 Marathon 

 

Day 01- 28
th
 DEC: meet & assist up on arrival at Cairo by our representative     

                                Transfer to your hotel for dinner & over night. 

 

Day 02- 29
nd

 DEC: start our trip by visiting the Great Pyramids of Giza, it is the 

oldest of the seven wonders of the ancient world, and the only 

one to remain largely intact, Egyptologists believe that the 

Pyramid was built as a Tomb for fourth dynasty Egyptian 

pharaoh Khufu (Cheops in Greek) and constructed over a 14 to 

20 year period concluding around 2560 BC. Initially at 146.5 

meters (480.6 ft), the great pyramid was the tallest man – made 

Structure in the world for over 3.800 years the longest period of 

time ever held for such record. Originally the great Pyramids 

was covered by casing stones that formed a smooth outer 

surface, what is seen today is the under lying core structure. 

Some of the casing stones that once covered the structure can 

still be seen as around the base. There have been varying 

scientific and alternative theories about the great Pyramids’ 

construction techniques. Most accepted construction hypotheses 

are based on the idea that it was built by moving huge stones 

from a quarry and dragging and lifting them into place.     

 

 



 

 

 

                               Then continue visit to the Egyptian Museum owes its existence to 

the Egyptian Antiquities service, established by the Egyptian 

Government in 1835 to limit the looting of Egypt’s priceless 

artifacts. 

                                 The Museum opened in 1858 with a collection assembled by 

Augusta Mariette, the French archaeologist retained by Ismail 

pasha. It was the museum moved to its present location in 1900. 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Day 03- 30
th
 DEC: after  breakfast, transfer to St. Catherine, Dinner & over night in 

your hotel, around 17:00, Meeting at the hotel with all the 

participants of the Marathon, tea party , Dinner & over night in 

you’re hotel. 

Day 04- 31
st 

DEC: Today is the Marathon day, breakfast around 07:30 till 08:30 

marathon start at 09:00 O’clock, we have different races in our 

event as “Full Marathon – Half Marathon – 10 K.M – 5 K.M “after 



ending our marathon, we have the awards ceremony for the 

participants, at 19:00 the new year Gala Dinner, with Folklore 

Music and Pelly dancer, and New year Party, over night in your 

Hotel.  

 

                                                        

 

Day 05- 01
st
 Jan: Today in Early Morning around 02:00 O’clock, ascent Moses 

Mountain to enjoy the sun rise, Moses mount in 2285 above sea 

level, attain the summit named after Moses where God delivered the 

Ten commandments, time on top to take in and photograph the 

imposing & spectacular view of the sun coming up over the Hill of 

Sinai, Descent Moses Mountain and then visit to the Famed 6
th
 

Century Monastery named after ST. Catherine, the Martyr of 

Alexandria. In Addition to the Biblical Site of the Burning Bush and 

Moses well, rest of the day free at leisure, dinner & over night in 

your Hotel.  

                                                                                                           

 

 

Day 06- 02
nd

 Jan: After Breakfast transfer from ST. Catherine to Cairo, Dinner & 

overnight in your Hotel. 



 

Day 07- 03
rd

 Jan: After Breakfast, we have today City Tour to visit the Old Cairo 

Including Coptic Quarter, Coptic Churches as the Hang Church, 

and the Oldest Jewish Synagogue of Ben Ezra, then continue to visit 

Islamic Cairo, visit to Ibn Toulon Mosque then continue to visit El-

Moez Street, and Khan EL-Khalili Bazaar, transfer to your hotel 

for Dinner & over night. 

 

 

                                      

 

 

Day 08- 04
th
 Jan: After breakfast transfer to Cairo airport for the finally departure. 

   

 

 


